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The electromagnetic(EM)behttiOr of a ge010gical faultお

pOstulated to fll110w the

mathematical mode1 0f a fault in seismology that illustrates seismic E卜

/1 anOmalies

(EMAs) Charge densities, +9 and ‑9in C/m2 are generated at a fault zOne by
the change in seismic stress, σas d9/dt = 一αdσ
,Where σ,ε and ρare
/dι ‑9/ε ρ
the charge generation cOnstants measured in C/N, dielectric constant and resistivitv

of bedrOcks,respectively A fault Of length, 2α

,plane area, ■ and the displacement Or
rupture time,7 giveS pulsed charge densities,+9(ι
P(ι )=2α ■9(ι )=α Afo[ε

)and‑9(̀),Or a dipOle mOment of
ρ/(7‑ε ρ)][exp(― ι
/7)一 eXp(― ι
/ε ρ
)]using the earthquake mo―

ment ld0 1vlaxwell's equations for this dipole in a conductive earth give poMrer spectra
of EM waves at di■ erent distances Seismic electric signals(sES)including the DCヽ

AN

method can be explained as Eゝ /1 waves ElectrOns with density η in the atmosphere are
accelerated by the electric ield and travel a distance

ι
,resulting in the excitatiOn and

ionization of atmOspheric molecules leading to earthquake lightning(EQL).They als。
polarize the iOnosphere by disturbing the transmission of EM waves Prelinlinary results
of pulsed electric neld measurements are presented for lightning,prior to an earthquake

and artincial electronic noises The same puised neld surprised eels and hamsters,sug―
gesting seismic anOmalous animal behttior(sAAB)as electro physiological responses to
the stimuli of electric pulses

l.IntrOductiOlrl

Earthquake lightning(EQL),seiSmic anOmalous animal behttiOr(SAAB)and elec̲
tromagnetic anomaly(EMA)were Observed priOr t0 0r at the time Of the Kobe
Earthquake on January 17 1995,as pubhshed in a book in which retrospectively
collected statelnents frolll citizens are collected.l These phenomena have provOked
interest in popular science and in the press,but scientiflc interest has been lirnited.

The retrOspective approach lnay be a nrst step in the documentation of precursor

phenOmena. HO、 ハ
rever, data al1 0ver the

、
vOrld ended up silllply as recOrds and

so is currently beyond Our interpretation.A phenOmenon llnust be explained with
*This letter was recommended by AssOciate Editor I.Shirakぁ
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a hypothesis or a model and then by a theory. A clear model to explain these

phenomena is so hr not alranable

二
e
、、

htte proposed an electromagnett(EM)

model of fault behavior and explained EQL2 aS Seismo― atmospheric luminescence
and SAAB as anirnals'electro― physiological response.3
Nlost EX/1A reported as noises in radio and Tヽ rb■ oadcasting v″ ere suspected
to be due to seisIInic E371 M「 aves at di3erent frequencies and also to disturbances
of the ionosphere、 /hich reflect radiowaves. Although seismologists are skeptical,
e5orts to clariら r the phenomena and to predict earthquabs are being made by
telecorllinunication engineers.4,5 1n this paper,we report that pulsed charges caused
by preseisIIllic and coseisrllic stress changes can explain ENIA by solving h/1axwell's
equations for the tiIIne―

dependent electric dipole moment,related to the earthquake

moment.
2. An Electromagnetic Plodel of a Fault
deι げ αルzJι
2.1.■ 鶴αι
んemattcα ιπο

A血 乱hemttical

model of a fault has been used in seismology.6,7 A fault having

9 and rigidity of the
a fault plane with area, ■, length)2α , inal displacement, コ
rock,μ ,gives the earthquake moment,M、 as ifO=μ D̲4 The tilne― dependent

displacement,D(ι )iS eXpressed using the initial displacement velocity,D′
D(ι

,as

/D)]
)=D[1‑eXp(― D′ ι

(1)

The displacement time,7=D/D′ ,iS described using D=2△ σα/μ and D′ =
2σ oβ /μ aS

where

T=D/D′ =(△ σ/σ o)(α /β ),

σ
。
,△ σand βare

the stress before faulting,the stress drop by the displace―

ment and the velocity Of secondary wか
dependent stress,σ

(ι

(2)

)=μ ID―

〆
es(35〜 4 km/s),respectively.The time―

D(ι )]/2α

,glves

σ )=△ σexp(一 ι
/7).
(ι

(3)

The stress distribution at a fault zone is not silllple6 but may be roughly described

as shown in Fig.1(a)・ The Stress area mtt be appr∝ imated as an area oflength
2α and width 2α asin Fig.1(b)InhOmOgeneous movement of the fault resulting in
the deterministically chaotic movement may also be described using Eq.(3)for T

of the order of μs.8,9
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ln this model, a fault is described as a capacitor v√ ith capacitance, C and leak

*=ε o=8)

resistance,R,having a resistivity ρand a dielectric constant ε
(ε
/ε
of the earth.For a plate capacitor with area̲4 and separation 2α ,θ =ε ■/2α
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(b)

Fig.1(a)A model of a fauL with a seismic stress distribution The magnitude of stress is highly
released in the dark area, and the bound charge appears in proportion to stress drop after the

stress release No apparent charge is present as cb‑9P=0(b)A simplined model of aね ult

having uniform stress distribution Transient dipolar charge densities of+9(t)and‑9(ι
9(ι

)=9ゎ (ι )一

),Where

の (ι )appears as a result of the change in seismic stress

and R=2ρα
/■ ,and

θR=ε ρ.A capacitor of twO parallel ininite lines with
θR=ε ρ
.Equations dO/d;=― 」=一 17R and
=‑0/θ R leading to O=00 exp(― ι
/ε ρ

so

the separation 2α leads also to

y=0/θ

giVe dO/dι

)

The decay tilne or charge sustention tilne,ε ρ, ranges from 7 ns fOr sedirnents
(ρ =102 Ωm)t070 μs for igneous■ ocks(ρ =106 Ωm)Lockner
θιαJ.10 prOposed
that ρ =lo6 Ωm fOr granite increases to ρ=1010 Ωm as a result ofthe evaporation
of v″ ater during faulting,leading to ε
ρ=l S thOugh the asserted thermal difusiOn
of the frictiOnal heat is sOmev/hat questiOnable.

2.2.2. И ttθ ιんαηグ
sη2,P′ θ
ZO― cο ηρcη Sα ι ′ ら
θzη ごcん αη θs
Electric charge densities,9ぅ ,known as

̀η

bound charges"(actually fi・ ee charges)can̲

cel the stress― induced piezoelectric polarizatiOn having the surface density of 9p in

the cOnductive earth Neither free charge nor electric neld is present at the fault
zone since the seislllliC Stress has accumulated gradually tO be gp %=O HO、

vever,

the charge densities+9(ι )and‑9(t),Where 9(t)=9み (オ )一
%ズ
transiently
when seismic stress is changed,either by hulting(main shock)Or ̀),appear
by 10Cal fi・
actures

of rOcks(fOreshocks)SuppOSe%(ι )=α σ(ι )negleCting the tensor properties of the
piezOelectric cOemcient,α .1l Both densities,9p and 9し ,change as

=α dσ /dι

,

%)/ε ρ
.

５

d9b/dt=― (9b―

４

d9P/dオ
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Hence,9(ι )=9b(ι )‑9b(ι )iS,by Subtracting Eq。

(4)fi・

om Eq.(5),

d9/dt=― α(dσ /dt)‑9/ε ρ
From Eq(3),Eq(6)is giVen as dα

/dオ

(6)

・The condition
=α (△ σ
/7)一 g/ε ρ
/7)eXp(― ι

g=O att=O gives
9(ι

ρ
)][eXp(― t/7)一
)=α △σ ρ/(γ 一ε
[ε

eXp(― ι
)]
/ε ρ

(7)

The piezoelectricity in quartz bearing rocks may arise frolll orientation inho―
mogeneity due to the preferelltial orientation of crystalline axes The orientational
anisotropy、 vas observed for pyroxene and olivine frolIIl the ditterence ofthe propaga―
vaves.Our experirllents on granite indicate that α is
tion speed of seislllic P― and S― 、
about l%‑0.010/O of the piezoelectric coeflicient of a quartz in agreement with those

reported byミ、larovich and Sobolev.12 Any lnechanisnl other than piezoolectricity13
is plausible in this llllodel so long as charges are generated by the change of stress

asin Eq.(6)in the f01lowing arguments

んeCん α
2.2.3.口 ち
θα αげ ι
ηθ9PPcα ttη 6θ
lf an orientational anisotropy is present,for instance,along the fault direction,the

charge appears on both sides of the stressed area as a result of an ensemble of
polarization dipoles.Figure l(a)shOWS the stress distribution at a fault zone.The
piezo― compensating

charges appear transiently following Eq.(7)

The charge distribution may be approxill■ ated for a constant seisIInic stress with
width 2α and depth̲4/2α leading to O=̲49 as in Fig.1(b)・

The dipOle moment

is described as P=2α O=2α ̲49=(lJo/△ σ
)9 using the moment lfO=μ D■ =
2α ̲4△ σ
.The moment magnitude,1√ w,is deined as Mw=(10g AfO‑91)/1 5 in
seismology. Thus,the transient electric dipole moment at an epicenter is correlated
vrith the seislnic rnoment.
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Orientational anisotropy of quartz grains is not necessarily needed in this lnicro―
scopic consideration. The total energy of the erllitted electromagnetic M″ aves is
proportional to the square of the total electric dipole rlloment at the fault zone,P
v″

hich is the vector suln ofthe small dipole p̀as P=Σ pt Freed piezo― compensating

charges around quartz grains constitute electric dipoles with the dipole l■

oment 19,;

the total energy is P2=Σ p:=2ν 2for the same dipoles of pt=p and the total
number of the small dipoles r2. Hence,P=721/2p.
′

The number ofthe dipole moment is η =2α ■η/(2α )3 conSidering the volume

′
fraction η of sillnultaneously broken quartz、 vith the grain length of 2α ;accurately,
η iS a V01ume fraction of quartz grains whose electromagnetic M/aves are detected

sillllultaneously at the observed point at the distance R. The dipole lnoment p=
′

(2α )39(ι ).Hence

the total dipole moment is P=21/2p=[2α

′

̲4η (2α )311/29(ι

)・

One
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may consider a large alllount of charges appearing at both ends of the fault edge
separated by a distance of 2α

with the charges o=P/2α =[2α ̲4η (2α ′
)3]1/29(ι

)/2α

This is the lnicrOscopic basis of Our electromagnetic model of fault behavior One
might cOnsider an e■ 3ctive piezoelectric coemcient,α e∬ =I(■ η/2a)(2α ′
)3]1/2α ,for
the fault zone Preseislllic phenomena lnay be discussed for a local fault segment Of
smal1 2α

2.3。
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The nrst terln on the right side Of Eq.(6)is the generation of charges,the second
*(1/ρ *=1/ρ
十
ρ
*=ρ
ρ
is assumed.Total

term is the decay through earth and ttmosphere with the effective
1/ρ atm)i

the resistivity of the atmosphere is neglected and

polarization is P(ι

)=2α ■9(ι )using the earthquake moment AfO as

P(ι )=α
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(a)On an Earthquakel coseisrnic electric field

The fault displacement time,7=1 7 sis obtained iom Eq.(2)for 2α

=12 km and

σ/σ。=1.Charges
persist for hulting as c(ι )=α △σ ρ
/7)eXp(̀/7)fOr 7≫ ε
ρas indicated in
Fig 2(a).If One uses α=1014c/N and σ
。=△ σ=108N/m2for granite
*=8 and
ρ=106 Ωm:ε ρ=7× 10 5s),the density,9=4× 10 1l C/m2,giveS

β=3.5

km on the Nojima Fault and fOr 100%stress drop,△
(ε

(ε

(b)
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Fig 2 Thetime― dependent electric neld intensity due to seisnlic stress change in granitic bedrocks
with ρ =106 Ωm(ε ρ =7× 10 5s)for(a)the diSplacement time ofァ
=1.7s(earthquake),
(b)10Cal fracture for a case of 7=2ε ρ =1.4× 104s(foreShOck).Note that the intensity is four
orders Of the magnitude higher for preseismic(b)than COSeismic(a)
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the neld intensity F=c/ε

*ε

o=0.6V/m at the epicenter;the intensity is too low

to cause EQL.2
1f

ρbecOmes as high as 109 Ωm at the time of a major shock due to fi・

actures

of rocks by foreshocks,or to dilatancy before、 vater lll in the porocity of the rock,

the initial charge density becomes 9(0)=10 5c/m2due tO the long time duration
of ερ=0.ls:Unless ρ is enhanced,the resultant g(0)=10 8 is t。

。small to cause

coseislllic anomalies for a homogeneous displacement of a fault 14
(b)Local fi・ actures of rocks as precursors:preseismic electric neld

An abrupt stress change due to the displacement Of a fault segment with length
2α

′

gives large charge densities for inhomogeneous faulting. A burst of pulses of

′

o(β /α )With a short 7 is expected.3 No orientational anisotropy is needed
9(̀)=α σ

since dipoles appear successively; some may cancel out but others may add up
resulting in an ensemble average M/ithin the fluctuation.

Local fractures release the stress of a fault segment. An extreme case is the

=7 mm for example)The
σ/σ 。=1,leads to τ=10 6 s comparable to ε
ρ

宙 rtualね ult length of the diameter of quartz grains(2α

complete local stress drop,i.e.△
Figure 2(b)shOWS a case for T=2ε

ρ

10 4 s for granite fII・ acture.Note that

=14×

the peak height is much higher than in Fig 2(a)suggesting why some precursor
phenomena are preseislnic

3.Electromagnetic Anomalies(EⅣ IAs)
α
υ
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The teleconllnunication equation in Lorentz gauge for the pulsed charge den―
sity is

d2Φ /dχ

2̲(1/62)d2Φ

/dι

2=̲0(.,ι

)/ε o,

(9)

where Φand c are scalar potential and velocity of light,respectively O(″
)=
‑2α
‑0(t)δ (″ )+0(ι )δ (
)with the efective charge separation distance,2α
,ι

The time variation of the dipolar polarization density of P(t)=2α

O(ι )gener̲

2α )using

Eq.(8)is

ｌ

乱 es EM waves.The Poynting vector at the distance R(R≫

glven as
ｏ

lV(χ

,ι

/6)[d2P/dサ
)=(1/4π R)2(μ 。

2]2 sin2

θ=(1/4π ■)2(μ 。
{α ]J0
/6)Sin2 θ

2ρ 2]}2,
×ρ
)/ε
/ε ρ
/7)/72‑eXp(― ι
)]lexp(一 ι
/(7‑ε ρ
[ε

(10

where θ is the angle between the direction of the dipole and the distance vector R
The electric(or magnetic)■ eld,i・ e.(Ⅳ し,t))1/2,is reciprocally proportional to the
distance R
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(a)Decay in the conductive earth crust

The v/ave vectorた ,for EⅣ I waves in a conductive earth is a complex number,i.e
″
″
is,using the
た =た ′―
￨づ た ■om NIaxwell's equations,where the imaginary partた
permeability μ
,

″
た
=ω (μ ε
ρ
)2)1/2̲1]1/2
/2)1/21(1+(1/ω ε
′
た R)aSShOWnin

The intensity dectts as exp(―

(11)

Fig 3(a)at each distance R=10 km

and 100 km for EM wa17es at the iequency,√
fi・

(ω =2π ノ)Only EM wNesat verylow
equency(VLF)or ultra 10w frequency(ULF)levelS propagate in the conductive

earth crust

(a)Decay Rate
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Fig 3(a)Dectt of EM walres at a distance R as a ftlnction of the frequency due to the resist市
es due to the time dependent seismic
ρ =106 Ωm in granite bedrocks(b)POWer spectra of EM wぉ

electric dipole at the time of an earthquake(7=lS)(C)10Cal fractures prior to an earthquake
10 4s rヾ Ote that E卜 /1 waves are produced as preseismic ones,Inore efnciently than

for 7=14×

(b)AnOther earth― waveguide of the earth crust as a dielectric slab
The parallel plate waveguide for the surfaces of the sea and ionOsphere cOnstitute
an earth v/aveguide.15 seiSIllic EA/11v√ aves、 vould also propagate through the earth's

crust as a dielectric slab. 1ヽ Ze suggest another earth― vraveguide consisting of the

conductive Ⅳloho plane and the sea floor which a1lo、 /s the propagation of E1/1、 vaves
through long distances The two earth― waveguides are coupled through island and

land.The cut― of iequency,∫ c,Of the atlnospheric waveguide is 2‑3 kHz,while
that Of the Nloho plane― Earth surface dielectric slab waveguide is 1 25 kHz for the
specinc dielectric constant

*=8. The wavelength in the vraveguide,λ

ε

λ
θ=(1/λ o2̲(1/2d)2)1/2

,,is

(12)
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where λ
o is the wavelength in the atmOsphere(λ 。=6/∫ )Or in the dielectric earth
(λ

o=C/∫ (ε

*)1/2)and d iS the depth of the conductive plane
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The DC measurement of seismic electric signal(SES)knoWn as the Greekヽ

method16 is in Controversy over its alleged success in earthquake prediction 17 Ellll̲

pirical formula used in the analysis Of seismic electric signals(SES)by the、
methOd indicate that the fleld intensity is proportional to 1/」

「AN

3,Suggesting the pOs―

sibility of measuring the electric fleld Of I〕 ⅣI、vaves.The fact that they pick up only

the signal l17hose intensity is proportional to the electrOde separation Fllight indicate

the measurement ofthat 10ng wavelength EArll waves at ULF.The SES lnight cOme
onl the tillne averaged evanescent ULF waves rather than frOm the dip01ar DC
fl・

neld propOrtional to 1/R3.
If the■

equency is lower thanん ,the imaginary wa、 /elength or wa、 revector(ち

=

2π /λ θ)leads

to evanescent wa17es with an exponential decay in intensity which is
nearly reciprocally proportiOnal to the distance from the epicenter. Standing vFaves
produce ripples in the intense electric fleld and lllight give the seisnlic electric ield at

a long distance frOIn the epicenter,、 vhile no fleld is Observed in bet、 veen. A cOmplex
geography ofisland archipelagoes in Greece lnight be the reason for thè̀selectivity"

of theミゝ N method considering our earth、 vaveguide model. One can extend the
model tO the formation Of stripe clouds asserted by amateurs as earthquake c10uds
though no lneteorologists adIInit its presence. A standing vrave produces an intense
electric ield and lnight ionize atmospheric lnolecules leading to the nucleus of cloud

fOrm乱 10n.
3.1.4 772θ

υθ
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θ
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The Fourier transform Of Eq(10)giVes a power spectrum ha宙 ng white nOise and
̲dependence starting above either 1/ε

then 1/ノ
ρ Or 1/7.HOWever the power spec―
trum fOr ρ =106 Ωm Of granite depends strongly on exp(― た″R),as indicated in

Figs.3(b)and 3(c)at the distances R=10 km,100 km and 1000 km for

γ =1.7s

at an earthquake alld γ =14× 10 4 s for 10cal fractures,respectively.

Suppose α =10 15c/N and the moment magnitude Mw=6 1eading to」 噺0=

1018 Nm and αttfO=103 cm The stress at theね ult zOne with the v01ume 2α ■ is
changed by the preseisllnic lnovement in a short tilne T. HoM″
caused at the fi・ acture source propagttes tt the speed ofβ

■w secOnds.Hence,we must multiply

ever,the stress change

=3.5km/sin

α/β ,1.e.in a
γ and the power density as shown in Fig.3(c).

This leads to the energy■ ows at l Hz as 7× 10 11ヽ Ⅳ/m2and 6× 10 131v/m2
fOr preseislnic energy at the distances 10 km and 100 kln,respectively. Then,the
neld intensities are F=(μ cⅣ )1/2=1×

10 4v/m and l× 10 5V/m,respectively.

These are close to those reported in the SES measurement.16,17 PreSumably, the
electric ields of l」

LF evanescent M/aves、 vas IIneasured by theミゝ N methOd.
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A prelinlinary attempt to lneasure seislllic pulsed current as expected frolln this the―

ory、/as lnade by immersing parallel plate electrodes in an aquariuΠl as a dielectric
antenna and llleasuring the induced pulse voltage、 vith a digital storage oscilloscope

(DSO:AD̲5146,A&D Co)as ShOWn in Fig.4.The fl・ equency range of the DSO is
fi・

oln 10 Hz to 10 NIHz This systelll gives pulsed electric flelds in a derivative form.

Storage
Osci1loscope

Fig.4 A parallel plate antenna in an aquariun■

for the preliminary lneasurements of electric Pulses

with a broad― band digital storage oscilloscope.

Figure 5(a)shOWS the last one ofthe ive pulses measured at 14:47,15:25,16:03,

16:12 and 17:23 before an earthquake at 17:37 on M町
29,1996(Magnitude 3.8,
at the depth of 20 km and the ground distance of 15 km fi・ Om the epicenter).
No coseisnlic pulse v/as observed.No seisnlic wave was observed at the tilllle of the

pulses.Note that we are not attempting to predict the occurrence ofthe earthquake
lt is unfortunatelv not clear、 vhether these pulses are really related to the earthquake

or not

Figure 5(b)shOWS lightning observed on some other day.The intensity of
O.25V/m is COmparable to those which cause SAAB in sensitive aquatic animals

(>0.1‑lV/m)3 and htting orders of magnitude smaller than SES using the

DC methOd(10 5v/m).ヽVe

also observed sudden anOmalous movements of eels

and hamsters silllultaneously、 vith the measurements of intense electric pulses of
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Fig 5 Pulsed electric neld measured(a)one hOur prior to an earthquake of the magnitude 3 8
The correlation with the earthquake is not clear(b)at the time of atmospheric lightning,and(C)
noises by sv′ itching the po、 ver line on and of.

about 2 V/m.Although the correlation with the earthquake of magnitude 3.9 which
occurred 2.3 days ater this event is not clear, SrLAB are behavioral responses to
electric pulse stinluli siIIlilar to that observed during lightnillg

Figure 5(c)represents the artincially induced noises caused by switching on and
Off the pov″ er line in the room

The pulse signal shape looks digerent fi.ollll the
natural ones. Noises mav be distinguished more easily by pulses using DSO with a
broad bandv√ idth rather than byヽ「LF and ULF walres using a narrow bandwidth
detector.

The pulses observed before an earthquake were all silnilar to that in lightning,
exhibiting a sharp risetilne of less than O.l llls This lnay arise either ionl seisnlic

signals related to■ actures having short τor

fl・

om hghtning induced between the

seisIInic pulsed charges on the ground and clouds ri correlation between lightning

and earthquakes iorll the observation of VLF18 and ULF waves4,5 nlight be as―
cribed to cloud― ground discharges caused by seislnic ground charges though their
interpretations are di■ erent.

/2θ r ι
んαη Prθ d,6ι づ
οη
3.2 2 Eα rι ty ttlα η,η ′systθ ηιrα ι

「

NIeasurements of broad― band]]NI、 vaves as pulses and the Fourier transfornl of pulse

shapes may be made to study the frequency components Parameters誕
γ can be deduced by detecting electric pulses fl・

of their shape,which will tell the nature of the seisnlic P―

the arr市 al of seismic waves A new ield of

、,ε ρ and

onl the on― site computer analysis

and S― waves well before

θ
:ccι tts̀づ smθ Jの グ

mり

be developed

using SES.
This paper does not make a claiFn fOr earthquake prediction using either the
ヽ三
/ゝ N method or pulsed ield measurement
of the generation of seisnlic precursor EⅣ

I M√

＼ヽ are neither sure of the lll■ echanism
aves nor its relation to the rock rupture

at the hypocenter source nucleus. Provided that intense seislll■ ic electro― lllagnetic
vaves、 vere generated before an earthquake, the precursor till■ e7 would still be a
、

Pυ ι
,ed abα η c

Modelげ

Faし ι
ιβθんαυづ
οr P"dし cれ ,Seづ smづ ο ]θ οι
rづ cSむ πα
JS 6SE刃
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statistical one. However,E171、 vaves propagate at the speed of light, lnuch faster
than seislllic waves.

4.ConclusiOn
EPvl behavior of a fault following a mathematical inodel used in seismology gives

a formula to explain SES and ENI allomalies. The sustaining charges at a fault
zone are due to the generation of charges during the seislllic stress changes by fault

movements or by local fractures prior to an earthquake. The pulsed dipolar charge
densities at a fault zOne lllustrate the ellllission of Elll waves and the polarization

of the iOnOsphere. Electric ield pulses have actually been observed v「 ith a digital
storage oscilloscOpe priOr to an earthquake and during lightning. The SES detected
earlier than seisll■ ic P― waves lnight be utilized as a primary signal using a ne、

「

earthquake early warning system.
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